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The orld of orm

Shapes



Tijd voor ochtendgymnastiek
.

Worm is awake and starts his day.

H
i, 

Worm!

Tijd voor ochtendgymnastiek
.

Hey, I know this shape!

This is a . . .

Time for morning gymnastics.
That’s how Worm stays in good shape.



. . . circle!

There are more circles on the right.

Which do you like best?
But watch out . . . there’s one you can’t eat!

Is your tummy full, Worm?
Let’s go outside then!



Look, even more circles.

Hey, this isn’t a circle!
This is a . . .



. . . square!

There are more squares on the right.

All of these squares are for playing.
Which do you like best?

Are you done playing, Worm?
Let’s move on then!



Look, even more squares.

Hey, this isn’t a square!

This is a . . .



. . . triangle!

There are more triangles on the right.

All of these triangles make sounds.
Which ones are loud? And which ones are quiet?

(And what sound does a worm make?)



Look, even m
ore triangles.

Hey, this isn’t a triangle!
This is a . . .



. . . heart!

There are more hearts on the right.

All of these hearts are found in nature.
Which do you like best?



Hey, this isn’t a heart!
This is a . . .

Look, even more hearts.



. . . star!

It was a beautiful day.
Are you tired too, Worm?

W
ill

 y

ou turn off the light?

Worm is getting ready to go to sleep.



Look, even more stars.



Good night, Worm.






